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BDNF Regulates the Maturation of Inhibition
and the Critical Period of Plasticity
in Mouse Visual Cortex
Schuman, 1995) and/or promote (Figurov et al., 1996;
Huber et al., 1998) specific forms of synaptic plasticity
during the postnatal period (reviewed in Lo, 1995;
Thoenen, 1995; Bonhoeffer, 1996; Katz and Shatz,
1996). Since neurotrophin expression itself is strongly
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processes, such as the segregation of LGN afferents
into eye-specific patches in layer IV of the primary visual
cortex (Goodman and Shatz, 1993). A prediction of thisSummary
hypothesis is that an excess supply of target-derived
neurotrophins should eliminate competition among thal-Maturation of the visual cortex is influenced by visual
amic inputs and therefore prevent the formation of ocu-experience during an early postnatal period. The fac-
lar dominance columns or the physiological shift of ocu-tors that regulate such a critical period remain unclear.
lar dominance following monocular deprivation (MD).We examined the maturation and plasticity of the vi-
Indeed, intracortical administrations of BDNF or its neu-sual cortex in transgenic mice in which the postnatal
tralizing agent, the trkB-IgG fusion protein, were shownrise of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) was
to alter the formation (Cabelli et al., 1995, 1997) andaccelerated. In these mice, the maturation of GABAer-
plasticity (Galuske et al., 1996) of ocular dominance col-gic innervation and inhibition was accelerated. Fur-
umns. Furthermore, cortical infusion of NT-4 rescued
thermore, the age-dependent decline of cortical long-
LGN neurons from the effect of MD (Riddle et al., 1995).
term potentiation induced by white matter stimulation, These results are consistent with the notion that a ligand
a form of synaptic plasticity sensitive to cortical inhibi- of TrkB, either BDNF and/or NT-4, acts directly on LGN
tion, occurred earlier. Finally, transgenic mice showed axons and is involved in their activity-dependent compe-
a precocious development of visual acuity and an ear- tition for layer IV synaptic targets during ocular domi-
lier termination of the critical period for ocular domi- nance segregation. However, alternative interpretations
nance plasticity. We propose that BDNF promotes the for these findings are plausible. For example, neuro-
maturation of cortical inhibition during early postnatal trophins could affect LGN axons indirectly, via alter-
life, thereby regulating the critical period for visual ations in the dendritic morphology of cortical neurons,
cortical plasticity. especially those in layer IV (McAllister et al., 1995).
Neurotrophins may also support LGN axon terminal
branching in a permissive and nonspecific manner,
Introduction rather than in an activity-dependent manner.
More recently, a new role for neurotrophins in cortical
The neurotrophin family of growth factors, including development and plasticity has been postulated: the
nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic regulation of GABAergic inhibitory interneurons (Marty
factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), and neurotrophin- et al., 1997). In cortical cell culture, BDNF promotes
4/5 (NT-4), have been implicated in the regulation of interneuron neurite growth, stimulates the expression
neuronal differentiation (Ghosh and Greenberg, 1995), of GABA and several calcium-binding proteins (Collazo
axonal (Diamond et al., 1992; Cohen and Fraser, 1995) et al., 1992; Ip et al., 1993; Nawa et al., 1994; Widmer
and dendritic (Cohen et al., 1991; McAllister et al., 1995) and Hefti, 1994; Marty et al., 1996), and regulates the
growth, and synapse formation (Cabelli et al., 1995; strength of synaptic inhibition (Rutherford et al., 1997,
Wang et al., 1995). In addition, it has been reported 1998). These findings are potentially significant for un-
that neurotrophins cause (Lohof et al., 1993; Kang and derstanding how neurotrophins might regulate experi-
ence-dependent synaptic modifications in visual cor-
tex. Intracortical inhibition provides powerful control# To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: tonegawa@
mit.edu). over activity-dependent synaptic plasticity (Artola and
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Singer, 1987; Kirkwood and Bear, 1994; Hensch et al., Results
1998) and matures slowly in comparison with excitation
(Blue and Parnevelas, 1983; Komatsu, 1983; Luhmann Generation of Transgenic Mice Overexpressing
BDNF in the Postnatal Forebrainand Prince, 1991; Micheva and Beaulieu, 1997). It has
been suggested that this developmental mismatch be- To construct the BDNF transgenic DNA vector, a Kozac
sequence was first inserted in front of the translationtween inhibitory and excitatory processes provides a
window of timeÐa critical periodÐ when the organiza- initiation codon of the rat BDNF cDNA. This modi-
fied BDNF cDNA fragment was then linked to a 8.5 kbtion of cortical circuitry can be strongly influenced by
sensory experience (e.g., Kirkwood and Bear, 1994; aCaMKII promoter (Mayford et al., 1995) and a SV40
intron and polyadenylation sequence (Figure 1A). A totalKirkwood et al., 1995; Micheva and Beaulieu, 1997). In-
deed, the critical period for ocular dominance (OD) shift of 16 transgenic founders were generated by pronuclei
injection of the DNA construct. Of these, seven foundersis prolonged (Cynader and Mitchell, 1980; Mower, 1991;
Fagiolini et al., 1994) and the maturation of cortical inhi- (more than 40%) died between 4 to 12 weeks of age.
Six of the remaining nine lines expressed the BDNFbition delayed (Blue and Parnevelas, 1983; Benevento
et al., 1992, 1995) when animals are reared in complete transgene as determined by Northern blotting. Although
the expression levels of the transgene varied amongdarkness. In addition, OD shift was prevented in mice
deficient in an isoform of the GABA synthetic enzyme different lines, the spatial expression patterns were pri-
marily restricted to the forebrain regions including the(GAD65) and was rescued by pharmacologically en-
hancing intracortical inhibition (Hensch et al., 1998). neocortex and hippocampus, with weak expressions in
cerebellum only in high-expression lines (Figure 1B). InSince BDNF expression in the visual cortex is activity
dependent and is reduced by dark rearing (Castren et the highest expression line, A9, the total levels of BDNF
mRNA (including the 1.6 kb and 4.0 kb endogenous andal., 1992; Bozzi et al., 1995), these data together suggest
that activity-dependent expression of BDNF regulates the 1.6 kb transgenic mRNAs) in adult neocortex and
hippocampus was approximately 5-fold higher thanthe maturation of inhibitory interneurons and, as a con-
sequence, the duration of the postnatal critical period those in wild-type mice (including both the 1.6 kb and
4.0 kb endogenous species). In two other lines (A92 andfor experience-dependent plasticity. However, a causal
link between BDNF expression, the maturation of the A10), the total levels of BDNF mRNA in adult neocortex
and hippocampus were from 2- to 3-fold higher thanGABAergic interneurons, and the development and
plasticity of the primary visual cortex has not been es- those in wild-type littermates. We analyzed the highest
expressor A9 further.tablished.
The genetic approach in mice offers the opportunity In the cerebral cortex of wild-type pups, BDNF mRNA
was detected at very low levels at postnatal day 2 (P2).for a combined molecular, anatomical, physiological,
and behavioral analysis of the role of neurotrophins in Expression gradually increased in the next few weeks,
reaching a high level by 5 weeks of age (Figure 1C). Inactivity-dependent developmental plasticity. Visual cor-
tex in rodents, like those in carnivores and primates, is the cerebral cortex of A9 pups, the postnatal rise of
BDNF expression was significantly accelerated. The ex-immature at the time of eye opening during the second
postnatal week. The functional properties of the primary pression of the BDNF transgene was already elevated
at P2. By 3 weeks of age, BDNF mRNA levels in neocor-visual cortex, such as proper receptive field sizes, visual
acuity, and orientation selectivity develop gradually dur- tex of A9 were already significantly higher than those in
neocortex of 5-week-old wild-type mice (Figures 1C anding the subsequent weeks and reach adult level after
the fifth week (Fagiolini et al., 1994). Importantly, these 1D). At 5 weeks of age, total BDNF mRNA levels were
approximately 3-fold higher in the neocortex of A9 micefunctional developments are profoundly influenced by
manipulations of the visual input, with the best example compared to those in wild-type littermates (Figures 1C
and 1D). The expression levels of various forms of thebeing the ocular dominance shift following monocular
deprivation during a well-defined critical period (Fagio- trkB receptors, assayed by Northern blotting, were not
significantly altered in the BDNF transgenic mice (datalini et al., 1994; Gordon and Stryker, 1996).
Unfortunately, mice deficient for BDNF are grossly not shown).
RNA in situ hybridization showed that BDNF overex-abnormal in the development of the peripheral nervous
system and usually die within the first 2 weeks after pression was mostly restricted to the forebrain regions,
including all areas of the neocortex and CA1, CA3, andbirth (Ernfors et al., 1994; Jones et al., 1994). Therefore,
to address the role of BDNF in cortical development, dentate gyrus of the hippocampus (Figure 2A), the
amygdala, and the striatum (data not shown). Withinwe took a different approach: we generated transgenic
mice in which the postnatal rise of BDNF level in fore- the primary visual cortex, the transgene expression was
highest in the superficial layers (layers II and III), lowerbrain was genetically accelerated, using the promoter
of a-calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II in the deep layers (layers V and VI), and still lower in
layer IV (Figure 2A). This laminar pattern in the neocortex(aCaMKII). In these transgenic mice, we found a preco-
cious termination of the critical period of ocular domi- resembled those of the endogenous aCaMKII gene (Bur-
gin et al., 1990) and the endogenous BDNF gene (Bozzinance plasticity and an accelerated development of vi-
sual acuity, with a time course that correlated with an et al., 1995). In the transgenic mice, BDNF immunoreac-
tivity (IR) was significantly stronger in the hippocampusaccelerated maturation of GABAergic inhibitory circuitry
and a precocious decline of in vitro visual cortical plas- (especially in CA3 where endogenous BDNF expression
is low) and the cerebral cortex compared to those inticity.
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wild-type littermates (data not shown). In the adult pri-
mary visual cortex of wild-type mice (Figure 2B), endog-
enous BDNF IR was present in supragranular layers
(layer II and III) and infragranular layers (layer V and VI).
Only a few lightly labeled cells were present in layer IV.
In contrast, there was a substantial increase of BDNF
IR in all layers, including layer IV, of the primary visual
cortex in the transgenic mice (Figure 2B). This was due
to a marked increase both in the number of neurons
positive for BDNF IR and in the intensity of BDNF IR in
these neurons. BDNF IR was present both in the neu-
ronal soma and neurites (Figure 2B and data not shown).
Endogenous BDNF has been shown to be expressed
in pyramidal neurons but not GABAergic interneurons
in rodent visual cortex (Cellerino et al., 1996; Gorba and
Wahle, 1999). To determine whether the overexpressed
BDNF was mainly in the pyramidal neurons or GABA-
ergic interneurons, brain sections were imaged using con-
focal microscopy for colocalization of BDNF with either
parvalbumin (Pv) or aCaMKII. Parvalbumin is a calcium-
binding protein expressed in approximately 50% of the
GABAergic neurons (Gonchar and Burkhalter, 1997), and
aCaMKII is restricted to the pyramidal neurons (Liu and
Jones, 1996) in rodent visual cortex. The great majority
of BDNF-overexpressing neurons were also positive for
aCaMKII IR (Figure 2D). Out of 80 BDNF-expressing
neurons imaged, 76 were positive for CaMKIIa IR. These
neurons were frequently surrounded by Pv-positive bou-
tons of GABAergic interneurons (Figure 2C). On the other
hand, the great majority of Pv neurons were negative
for BDNF IR (Figure 2C). Out of 56 Pv neurons imaged,
only 2 contained very faint BDNF IR in cell soma. There-
fore, as is the case for endogenous BDNF, transgenic
BDNF overexpression is predominantly restricted to py-
ramidal neurons in the visual cortex.
Since the BDNF transgene might alter perinatal devel-
opment of the brain, we examined Nissl-stained coronal
brain sections (Figure 2E). No gross alterations in the
forebrain structure were detected. The cortex was of
Figure 1. Expression of the BDNF Transgene normal thickness, and no abnomalities in lamination
were seen. No significant difference in neuronal cell den-(A) Schematic representation of the aCaMKII-BDNF transgenic con-
struct. sity in the primary visual cortex was detected between
(B) Forebrain restricted expression of the BDNF transgene at low wild-type and transgenic mice. In a 250 mm 3 250 mm
(A92), medium (A10), and high (A9) levels in three transgenic lines. area that covered layers II±IV, the neuron counts for
Northern blot of approximately 20 mg of total RNA from the cerebral
adult wild-type and trangenic animals were 210 6 27cortex (Cx), hippocampus (Hp), and cerebellum (Cb) of adult mice
(n 5 9 counts from three mice, 20 mm thick sections)was hybridized with probes indicated at left. The SV-40 probe de-
tects the 1.6 kb BDNF trangenic mRNA only. The BDNF probe de- and 230 6 15 (n 5 9 counts from three mice, 20 mm
tects both the transgenic and the two endogenous BDNF mRNA (1.6 thick sections), respectively. The transgenic animals
kb and 4.0 kb). The G3PDH probe detects a ubiquitously expressed were healthy, exhibited no obvious behavioral defects,
mRNA, which was used to adjust for the differences in the amount and had a normal life span.
of RNA loaded in different lanes during quantitation.
(C) Postnatal developmental expression of the BDNF transgene in
cerebral cortex. Northern blot of approximately 20 mg of total RNA Accelerated Maturation of GABAergic Innervation
from the cerebral cortex of mice at different postnatal ages were and Inhibition in the Primary Visual Cortex
hybridized with probes indicated on the left. of BDNF Transgenic Mice
(D) Quantification of total BDNF mRNA levels in the cerebral cortex at To examine the effect of BDNF overexpression on the
different developmental ages. Data were from two Northern blotting
development of the GABAergic system, we first ana-experiments as shown in (C). In wild-type mice, both the 1.6 kb and
lyzed the expression of GAD65 (an isoform of the glu-4.0 kb BDNF mRNAs were included in quantitation. In the transgenic
mice, both the endogenous (1.6 kb and 4.0 kb) and the transgenic tamic acid decarboxylase) and that of parvalbumin in
(1.6 kb) BDNF mRNAs were included. Differences in the amount of developing primary visual cortex. GAD65 is primarily
RNA loaded in different lanes were adjusted using the G3PDH sig- localized in axonal terminals and presynaptic boutons
nals. See Experimental Procedures for details. and is associated with synaptic vesicles and plasma
membranes of GABAergic neurons in adult brain (Reetz
et al., 1991; Esclapez et al., 1994; Shi et al., 1994). At
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Figure 2. Spatial and Cellular Expression Pattern of the BDNF Transgene in Line A9
(A) Spatial expression of the BDNF transgene revealed by in situ hybridization. Coronal brain sections from 4-week-old transgenic (right) and
wild-type mice (left) hybridized with a BDNF oligo nucleotide probe that detects both the endogenous and transgenic BDNF mRNA.
(B) Expression of the BDNF protein in the visual cortex in adult transgenic and wild-type mice. Coronal sections from transgenic and wild-
type mice were reacted with a BDNF polyclonal antibody. Due to the limited availability, the antibody was used at one-fifth of the dilution as
in Yan et al. (1997). Cortical laminae are indicated at left. Note BDNF overexpression in all layers, including layer IV, in visual cortex of
transgenic mice. Bar, 80 mm.
(C) BDNF overexpression was absent in GABAergic interneurons. Coronal sections of visual cortex of transgenic mice were double-labeled
with antibodies against parvalbumin (red, left panel) and BDNF (green, middle panel) and imaged for colocalization (right panel) using confocal
microscopy. White arrowheads indicate parvalbumin-positive boutons. Pial surface is to the right. Bar, 50 mm.
(D) BDNF overexpression was restricted to pyramidal neurons. Coronal sections of visual cortex of transgenic mice were double-labeled with
antibodies against CaMKIIa (red, left panel) and BDNF (green, middle panel) and imaged for colocalization (yellow, right panel) using confocal
microscopy. Pial surface is to the right. Bar, 50 mm.
(E) The laminar pattern in the visual cortex of the transgenic mice is normal. Coronal sections from adult transgenic and wild-type mice were
processed by Nissl stain. Bar, 400 mm.
these sites, the conversion of the apoenzyme to holoen- GABAergic interneurons. Very few cell somata were la-
beled with GAD65, and when labeled, the soma stain-zyme (the active form of GAD65) can be regulated by
local influx of cofactors (e.g., pyridoxal 59phosphate) ing was always weak. Distinctive puncta rings were
prominent in all cortical layers (Figure 3A, P35 and dataand has an immediate influence on synaptic activity
through the local synthesis of GABA (reviewed in Martin not shown). GAD65-positive puncta were also present
throughout the neuropil region. In contrast, the patternand Rimvall, 1993).
Previous work has shown that GABA and GAD can of GAD65 IR was markedly different in visual cortex of
P12 wild-type pups (Figure 3A, P12). Many somata werebe detected in the occipital cortex of rodents at a late
embryonic stage (Wolff et al., 1984; Del Rio et al., 1992). strongly labeled, while the GAD65 IR in axon terminals
was weak and diffuse. Few if any puncta rings wereAt birth, both GABA and GAD are initially localized in
the cell soma and gradually proceed to dendrites and observed. Over the course of the next 2 weeks, the
patterns of GAD65 expression slowly matured to resem-axonal terminals during the first few postnatal weeks
(Wolff et al., 1984; Dupuy and Houser, 1996). The mature ble that of the adult mice. However, even at P24, many
puncta rings were still incomplete and weak, especiallypattern of GABAergic innervation in the visual cortex is
characterized by puncta-ring structures composed of in layer III and layer IV (Figure 3A).
In BDNF transgenic pups (Figure 3A, P12), the GAD65GAD65-immunoreactive presynaptic boutons surrounding
the soma and proximal dendrites of their target neurons. IR pattern was similar to that in the wild-type littermates.
Over the next 2 weeks, however, the progression to anSuch a pattern is not fully established until after the
fourth postnatal week (Wolff et al., 1984). adult-like pattern was significantly accelerated in the
BDNF transgenics. At P21, prominent puncta rings wereIn mature (P35) wild-type mice, GAD65 IR was ob-
served in all layers of the primary visual cortex (e.g., already detected (Figure 3A, P21), and by P24, adult-
like puncta rings were abundant in all layers of the pri-Figure 3A, P35 and data not shown) and was concen-
trated in axon terminals and presynaptic boutons of mary visual cortex of the transgenic mice. At P21 and
BDNF and the Development of the Visual Cortex
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Figure 3. Accelerated Maturation of the GAD65 Expression in Layers III and IV in the Primary Visual Cortex of the BDNF Transgenic Mice
(A) Coronal brain sections (20 mm) containing the primary visual cortex from wild-type and transgenic mice at different postnatal ages (indicated
at the top) were reacted with a monoclonal antibody against GAD65 and visualized with fluorescein-conjugated anti-mouse IgG. Arrows in
P12 panels indicate GAD65 localization in the cell soma of GABAergic interneurons. Small arrowheads indicate GAD65 localization in the
presynaptic boutons of GABAgergic interneurons surrounding the soma of their postsynaptic targets. These boutons form puncta rings (small
arrowheads) in the more mature visual cortex. Large arrowheads indicate GAD65 localization in the presynaptic boutons of GABAgergic
interneurons in the neuropil region of the visual cortex. Note the early appearance of prominent puncta rings in transgenic mice at P21 and
P24. Bar, 15 mm.
(B) Quantification of GAD65 expression in the presynaptic boutons of GABAgergic interneurons in the neuropil region (left) and around the
soma of the target neurons (right). Star indicates a significant difference between wild-type and transgenic mice (one-way ANOVA, p , 0.01).
See Experimental Procedures for details on confocal microscopy and quantitation.
P24, the punctate staining in the neuropil region was We also carried out the analysis using the peroxidase-
anti-peroxidase method to visualize GAD65 at P12, P21,also more intense and larger in size in trangenics as
compared to that of wild-type littermates (Figure 3A). and P39 and reached similar conclusions (data not
shown).Quantification using confocal microscopy confirmed our
visual impression and revealed that the enhancement Parvalbumin-positive (Pv) interneurons in the cortex
have been identified as basket cells or chandelier cellsof GAD65 IR in the transgenic mice compared to wild-
type littermates was greater in puncta rings than that in that innervate the soma or axon initial segments of pyra-
midal neurons (Del Rio et al., 1994). The onset of parval-the neuropil region (Figure 3B). Between P35 and P39,
quantitation revealed no significant difference in GAD65 bumin expression in the rodent visual cortex does not
start until P12 (Del Rio et al., 1994). In the following 2IR between transgenic and wild-type mice (Figure 3B).
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Figure 4. Accelerated Maturation of the Parvalbumin-Containing Interneurons in the Visual Cortex of the BDNF Transgenic Mice
(A) Coronal brain sections (20 mm thick) from wild-type and transgenic mice at two postnatal ages (indicated at the top) were reacted with a
monoclonal antibody against parvalbumin and visualized with peroxidase method (ABC kit, Vector). Cortical laminae are indicated at right.
Note that at P17, parvalbumin neurons in the transgenic mice have larger soma size compared to those from wild-type littermates (lower
panels). Bars, 200 mm in upper panel and 50 mm in lower panel.
(B) Densities of parvalbumin-containing interneurons in the visual cortex of BDNF and wild-type mice at different postnatal ages. Star indicates
a significant difference between wild-type and transgenic mice (single-factor ANOVA, p , 0.01). See Experimental Procedures for details on
quantitation.
weeks, the number of Pv interneurons rises substan- no significant difference in soma size and the exuber-
ance of neurites detected by light microscopy (P35, Fig-tially. They spread from layer V to superficial and deep
layers, and they reach the adult pattern in the fourth ure 4). These results corroborate the GAD65 data de-
scribed above and suggest that the neurochemicalpostnatal week. There is also a substantial increase in
their soma size, neurite arborization, and synaptic in- maturation of GABAergic interneurons in the visual cor-
tex is also accelerated in the BDNF transgenic mice.nervation (Del Rio et al., 1994).
In BDNF transgenic mice, the maturation of Pv in- To examine whether the accelerated morphological
and neurochemical maturation of GABAergic interneu-terneurons was accelerated (Figure 4). At P17, the num-
ber of Pv interneurons was about half of the adult level rons was accompanied by a correlated increase in the
strength of synaptic inhibition, we measured inhibitoryin the wild-type mice. In BDNF transgenics of the same
age, the number of Pv interneurons had already reached postsynaptic responses in visual cortical slices from
juvenile (P23-P26) wild-type and BDNF transgenic mice.the adult level (Figure 4B). In addition, Pv interneurons
in the transgenic mice had larger soma sizes and more In these experiments, we determined the amplitude of
the maximal inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) inextensive neurite arborizations than those in the wild-
type littermates (P17, Figure 4B). In the mature visual layer III pyramidal neurons evoked by layer IV stimula-
tion. IPSCs were isolated by holding the membrane po-cortex, however, the density of Pv neurons was similar
between transgenic and wild-type mice, and there was tential at 0 mV, which is the reversal potential for AMPA
BDNF and the Development of the Visual Cortex
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slices from BDNF (91 6 18 mA, n 5 29) and wild-type
(107 6 21 mA, n 5 29) mice. However, the amplitude of
this maximal IPSC (Figures 5B and 5C) was consistently
and significantly larger (p , 0.05) in the BDNF transgenics
(462 6 29 pA, n 5 29) than that in their wild-type lit-
termates (279 6 29 pA, n 5 26). In contrast, there was
no difference in EPSC amplitudes (619 6 116 pA, n 5
22 in BDNF transgenic mice; 564 6 52 pA, n 5 26 in
wild-type mice) nor in whole-cell capacitances (111 6
15 pF, n 5 11 in BDNF transgenics; 112 6 10 pF, n 5
11 in wild-type mice), suggesting that the increase in
the IPSCs did not result from an increase in cell size.
We also confirmed the above observation in pharma-
cologically isolated IPSCs, which were recorded in the
presence of 10 mM CNQX and 100 mM APV to block
AMPA and NMDA receptors, respectively. The gluta-
matergic antagonists completely eliminated the EPSCs
recorded at 260 mV and reduced somewhat the IPSCs,
possibly by eliminating the polysynaptic recruitment of
synaptic inhibition (Figures 5B and 5C). Nevertheless,
the IPSCs were still larger in slices prepared from BDNF
transgenic mice (312 6 45 pA, n 5 8) than those in slices
from wild-type mice (157 6 16 pA, n 5 8). Taken together,
the results indicate that GABAergic inhibition in the vi-
sual cortex is stronger in BDNF transgenic mice at these
young ages (P23±P26). These data are consistent with
the accelerated maturation of GAD65 IR in the visual
cortex of the transgenic mice (see above).
Accelerated Developmental Decline of White
Matter±Evoked, Layer III LTP in BDNF
Transgenic Mice
In order to determine the effect of an accelerated matu-
ration of cortical inhibition on the activation of cortical
synapses by afferent input, we turned to an in vitro
model of visual cortical development and plasticity.
Long-term potentiation of layer III synaptic responses
Figure 5. IPSCs Recorded in Layer II/III Pyramidal Neurons Were
can be induced with theta burst stimulation (TBS) ap-Larger in Slices from Juvenile (P23±P26) BDNF Transgenic Mice
plied to the white matter±layer VI border (WM→III LTP)(A) Relationship between stimulus intensity and the amplitude of
in visual cortical slices prepared from young animals,IPSCs (measured at 0 mV) and EPSCs (measured at 260 mV). The
but not from adults (Perkins and Teyler, 1988; Kato etIPSCs reached saturation when stimulus intensity was at 80 mA,
and the amplitude of this maximal response was used as a measure al., 1991; Kirkwood et al., 1995). The ªcritical periodº for
of the strength of inhibition WM→III LTP coincides with the critical period for ocular
(B) Examples of maximal IPSCs (top and bottom traces) and EPSCs dominance shift in rodents, and both critical periods can
(middle traces) recorded from slices prepared from BDNF mice
be prolonged by rearing animals in the dark (Kirkwood et(right) and wild-type mice (left). Traces in black were recorded in
al., 1995). The inability to induce WM→III LTP in thenormal ACSF; traces in red were recorded in ACSF in the presence
adult is thought to reflect the maturation of intracorticalof 10 mM CNQX and 100 mM APV; and traces in green were recorded
in the presence of 5 mM bicuculline. inhibitory circuitry (Kirkwood and Bear, 1994). Consis-
(C) Summary graph showing mean IPSC and EPSC amplitudes in tent with this notion, WM→III LTP can be restored in
normal ACSF, and in ACSF with the presence of CNQX 1 AP5 or slices from adult animals if GABAA-mediated inhibition
bicuculline. IPSCs were partially inhibited by the addition of CNQX 1
is reduced (Artola and Singer, 1987; Kirkwood and Bear,AP5 and completely inhibited by bicuculline. EPSCs, in contrast,
1994). We therefore reasoned that the earlier maturationwere completely inhibited by CNQX 1 AP5. Asterisks denote signifi-
of the cortical inhibitory circuitry in BDNF transgeniccant differences (p , 0.05, one-way ANOVA) between BDNF mice
and wild-type mice. mice might lead to an earlier reduction in the activation
of cortical synapses by afferent input and therefore an
earlier developmental decline of WM→III LTP.
Figures 6A and 6B shows a comparison of WM→IIIand NMDA receptors (0.5 6 3.5 mV, n 5 10 in BDNF
transgenic mice; 0.5 6 4.90 mV, n 5 4 in wild-type mice). LTP in P23-P26 BDNF transgenic mice and their wild-
type littermates. In wild-type mice, TBS applied to theLikewise, EPSCs were isolated by holding neurons at
260 mV, which was close to the IPSC reversal potential WM induced substantial LTP (122.2% 6 4.7% of base-
line at 30 min after TBS; n 5 10), as expected for animals(262.1 6 1.0 mV, n 5 8 in BDNF transgenic mice; 261.636
1.45 mV, n 5 8 in wild-type mice). The stimulus intensity in this age range. In contrast, TBS induced very little
LTP in BDNF transgenics. After an initial potentiation,to recruit a saturating IPSC (Figure 5A) was similar in
Cell
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Figure 6. Accelerated Developmental Decline of WM→III LTP in Visual Cortex of BDNF Transgenic Mice
(A and B) A ªblindº study showing that LTP in layer II/III induced with theta burst stimulation (TBS) of the white matter (WM→III LTP) is less
pronounced in BDNF transgenic mice compared to those in their wild-type littermates at ages P23±P26. (A) The average time course of the
changes in layer III field synaptic potential (FP) amplitude after TBS (ªSº in the slice diagram) of the WM in wild-type and BDNF transgenic
mice. (B) Cumulative probability distribution of the changes induced by TBS in slices obtained from BDNF transgenics (thin line) and wild-
type mice (thick line). The percentage change over the baseline was measured at 30 min after conditioning. Data were from same experiments
as in (A).
(C and D) Accelerated developmental decline of WM→III LTP in BDNF transgenic mice. (C) Postnatal age-dependent changes in the magnitude
of WM→III LTP measured at 30 min after TBS was applied to the white matter. Each point represents the average (6 SEM) of data pooled
from two consecutive days. The number of slices averaged for each point is indicated above (for wild type) or below (for BDNF mice) the
symbols. (D) Examples of WM→III LTP in BDNF and wild-type mice obtained at two different ages (19 and 24 days). Traces are averages of
four consecutive field responses recorded before (thin lines) and 30 min after TBS applied to the white matter (thick lines).
(E and F) Local blockade of GABAA synaptic inhibition rescued the WM→III LTP in slices prepared from juvenile BDNF transgenic mice
(P23±P25). Field potentials were simultaneously recorded at two sites of the same slice using micropipettes filled with normal ASCF (open
circles) or with ACSF plus 1±5 mM picrotoxin (filled circles). (E) Time course of the effect of TBS. (F) Traces from representative experiments.
Each trace is an average of four consecutive field responses recorded before (left) and 30 min after TBS applied to the white matter (right)
in the presence (upper) or absence (lower) of PTX.
the responses rapidly declined back to the baseline level in wild-type mice. In BDNF transgenic littermates, this
decline in LTP amplitude occurred 1 week earlier. Two-(101.3% 6 3.7% at 30 min after TBS, n 5 19). The differ-
ence between transgenics and wild-type mice was sig- way ANOVA confirmed a significant interaction between
the effects of age and genotype on LTP (F [17, 15] 5nificant (p , 0.01, t test). This difference in LTP was not
explained simply by a difference in response size: the 3.7, p , 0.001).
If the precocious decline in WM→III LTP was ex-average half-maximal field potential (FP) was similar in
BDNF transgenic (1.31 6 0.09 mV, n 5 46) and in wild- plained by accelerated maturation of inhibition, it should
be possible to ªrescueº WM→III LTP by blocking intra-type mice (1.41 6 0.10 mV, n 5 37; p 5 0.441). Subse-
quently, we measured the extent of WM→III LTP at dif- cortical inhibition in slices derived from juvenile BDNF
transgenic mice. To test this idea, we performed theferent stages of early postnatal development. The re-
sults, shown in Figures 6C and 6D, indicate that the experiment illustrated in Figures 6E and 6F. Slices were
prepared from P23-P25 BDNF transgenic mice, and twomagnitude of LTP (30 min after TBS) undergoes a sharp
decline between the fourth and the fifth postnatal weeks independent stimulation-recording sites were studied
BDNF and the Development of the Visual Cortex
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simultaneously. The recording electrode at one site was
filled with ACSF containing the GABAA antagonist picro-
toxin (2±5 mM). We have previously shown that this
method blocks inhibition locally but prevents runaway
excitation (Kirkwood and Bear, 1994). The other re-
cording electrode was filled with normal ACSF and was
used to record control responses. In each experiment
(n 5 10), baseline stimulation and TBS conditioning were
delivered simultaneously to both sites. We found that
WM→III LTP was consistently evoked at the site re-
corded with the picrotoxin electrode (138.4% 6 8.4%),
but not at the control site (103.4% 6 4.6%; p , 0.05).
These findings showed that BDNF transgenic mice at
P23±P25 can support WM→III LTP when inhibition was
reduced. The data are consistent with the notion that the
earlier decline of WM→III LTP in BDNF overexpressing
mice results from an early maturation of GABAergic in-
hibitory circuitry.
Precocious Termination of Critical Period for Ocular
Dominance Plasticity in BDNF Transgenic Mice
What might be the functional consequences of an accel-
erated maturation of cortical inhibitory circuitry and a
precocious decline of WM→III LTP on ocular dominance
plasticity in the visual cortex? To address this question,
we measured the degree of ocular dominance shift fol-
lowing a brief period of monocular deprivation (MD) ap-
plied to wild-type and BDNF transgenic mice at different
postnatal ages, by recording local visual-evoked poten-
tials (VEPs) from the binocular region of the primary
visual cortex. VEPs represent the integrated response
of a population of neurons to patterned visual stimuli
Figure 7. Precocious Termination of the Critical Period for Ocularand have been used to measure visual acuity, contrast
Dominance Plasticity in BDNF Transgenic Micesensitivity, cortical retinotopy, and binocularity in ro-
(A) Visual stimulus (a vertical stripe of 108 3 868 of a horizontaldents (Porciatti et al., 1999).
grating) was presented at different visual field azimuths to the anes-In nondeprived wild-type adult mice, the amplitude of
thetized mice.VEPs induced by stimulation of the contralateral eye
(B) Typical VEP waveform recorded from an electrode positioned
was larger than that induced by stimulation of the ipsilat- in the binocular primary visual cortex, 400 mm below cortical surface.
eral eye by a factor of 3 (Figures 7A±7C). Such contralat- The response consists of a negative wave of a latency of 90±100
ms followed by a late positive wave. VEP amplitude was taken aseral bias in VEPs amplitude is mainly due to the predomi-
peak-to-peak amplitude.nance of crossed fibers in mouse retinal projections
(C) For both the contralateral and ipsilateral eye, VEP amplitude is(e.g., Drager and Olsen, 1980). The data are in agreement
maximal when the stimulus is presented at an optimal azimuth. Notewith the contralateral bias of ocular dominance distribu-
that responses of the contralateral eye are larger in amplitude than
tion of single units in binocular visual cortex (Drager, those of the ipsilateral eye.
1975; Gordon and Stryker, 1996). In nondeprived adult (D) Effects of 4 days of monocular deprivation (MD) starting from
P28 in wild-type mice. Note that the responses of the contralateral-BDNF transgenic mice, the contralateral/ipsilateral (C/I)
deprived eye are reduced in amplitude, whereas those of the ipsilat-VEPs ratio was indistinguishable from that of the wild-
eral-open eye are increased.type mice (Figure 7E; t test, p 5 0.31; wild-type mice,
(E) Effects of 4 days of MD starting at various ages on the contralat-n 5 4; BDNF transgenic mice, n 5 3).
eral/ipsilateral (C/I) VEP ratio in wild-type and BDNF mice. Note the
To study ocular dominance plasticity, we measured different age dependence of the effect of MD in wild-type and BDNF
the effects of 4 days of MD on C/I VEPs ratio recorded mice. BDNF mice display an accelerated critical period for MD as
compared to wild-type mice.from binocular visual cortex contralateral to the deprived
eye in wild-type and BDNF transgenic mice. The data
shown in Figure 7D depict the effects of 4-day MD begin-
ning at P28 (near the peak of ocular dominance plastic- Gordon and Stryker, 1996). In contrast, MD beginning at
P28 had little effect on C/I VEPs ratio in BDNF transgenicity; Gordon and Stryker, 1996) on the C/I VEPs ratio
in a wild-type animal. The VEPs of the contralateral, littermates (BDNF transgenics: C/I 5 2.6 6 0.49, n 5
4; wild-type mice: C/I 5 1.24 6 0.12, n 5 6; t test, p ,deprived eye were greatly reduced in amplitude, while
VEPs of the ipsilateral, nondeprived eye increased (Fig- 0.001; Figure 7E). A smaller but significant difference
between BDNF transgenic and wild-type mice wasures 7D and 7E), thereby shifting the C/I VEPs ratio to
1.2. This magnitude of reduction in contralateral bias, also observed when 4-day MD started at P23 (BDNF
transgenics: C/I 5 1.48 6 0.12, n 5 3; wild-type mice:by 2.4-fold, was in the range of those reported by single-
unit recordings (2.1-fold, Drager, 1975; 1.4- to 3.0-fold, C/I 5 0.72 6 0.08, n 5 3; t test, p 5 0.03; Figure 7E).
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When MD started at P21, BDNF transgenics tended to
display a larger shift in C/I VEPs ratio compared with the
wild-type mice, although the difference did not achieve a
statistic significance (BDNF transgenics: C/I 5 0.72 6
0.09, n 5 4; wild-type mice: C/I 5 1.29 6 0.32, n 5 6; t
test, p 5 0.1). At P39, an age after the end of the critical
period for ocular dominance shift in wild-type mice (Gor-
don and Stryker, 1996), MD had no effect on C/I VEPs
ratio in either BDNF or wild-type mice (BDNF trans-
genics: C/I 5 3.12 6 0.66, n 5 3; wild-type mice: C/I 5
3.03 6 0.21, n 5 4; t test, p 5 0.9).
Data obtained at all ages were submitted to a two-
way ANOVA which revealed that the effect of MD de-
pended on age (F [3,32] 5 16.9, p , 0.001) and that this
effect was different between BDNF transgenic mice and
wild-type mice (interaction of age 3 mouse type: F [3,32] 5
4.03, p 5 0.018), indicating that the termination of ocular
dominance plasticity was advanced in the transgenics.
In other words, there was a precocious closure of the
critical period of ocular dominance (OD) plasticity in the
transgenic mice.
A Precocious Development of Visual Acuity in BDNF
Transgenic Mice
We also measured the development of visual acuity in
the BDNF transgenic mice using VEPs. VEP acuity is a
well-established measure of overall visual function that
can be used to predict the behavioral visual acuity in a
number of mammals, including rats and mice (Birch,
1979; Gianfranceschi et al., 1999). Previous work has
Figure 8. Precocious Development of Visual Acuity in BDNFshown that there is a systematic increase in visual acuity
Transgenic Mice
during postnatal development (Freeman and Marg,
(A and B) VEP amplitude decreases with increasing stimulus spatial1975; Fagiolini et al., 1994).
frequency (A) or decreasing contrast (B). Visual acuity and contrast
As shown in Figures 8C and 8E, VEP acuity of wild- threshold were determined by linearly extrapolating (solid line) to 0
type mice was low (0.23 6 0.02 cycle/deg; n 5 4) at P20 V the set of data points recorded at the four highest resolvable
(above the noise level) frequencies. Estimated values are indicatedand reached adult levels (0.57 6 0.1 cycle/deg; n 5 3)
on the abscissae by a black arrow.by P28±P31. In BDNF transgenic mice, the development
(C) Maturation of visual acuity is accelerated in BDNF transgenicof visual acuity was accelerated as compared to wild-
mice. Visual acuity of single BDNF (open circles) and wild-type (filledtype mice. At P20, visual acuity of BDNF transgenic mice
circles) mice at different postnatal ages. Note that visual acuity of
was similar to their wild-type littermates (0.23 6 0.03 BDNF transgenic reaches adult levels already at P24±P25. At each
cycle/deg; n 5 4). In the next few days, however, the age, same numbers of wild-type and BDNF mice were tested. Some
data points of wild-type mice are not visible because they overlapvisual acuity of the transgenics greatly increased to
with those of the transgenics. See text for numeric data.reach adult levels by P24±P25, about 1 week earlier than
(D) Contrast threshold is already adult-like at P20 both in BDNFthose in wild-type mice. At this age, visual acuity of
transgenic and wild-type mice.transgenics was higher than that of wild-type mice by
(E) Visual acuity from the same animals in (C) plotted as groups of
nearly a factor of three (0.7 6 0.08 cycle/deg; n 5 4 age. Visual acuity of BDNF mice is significantly different from wild-
versus 0.24 6 0.02 cycle/deg, n 5 4; Figures 8C and type mice at P24±P25.
(F) Average contrast thresholds from the same animals in (D) do not8E). The mature visual acuity of BDNF and wild-type
show significant effects of age.mice was comparable (0.7 6 0.17 cycle/deg, n 5 3 ver-
sus 0.6 6 0.06 cycle/deg, n 5 3; two-way ANOVA, effect
of age: F [3, 28] 5 15.99, p , 0.001; effect of genotype: mice (Figures 8D and 8F; two-way ANOVA, effect of age:
F [4, 24] 5 0.58, p 5 0.68; effect of genotype: F [1,F [1, 28] 5 11.39, p , 0.01; interaction effect age 3
mouse type: F [3, 28] 5 4.97, p , 0.01). Tukey's post 24] 5 0.53, p 5 0.48). These results indicate that the
overexpression of a single neurotrophin BDNF leads tohoc comparison showed that the only age at which
BDNF and wild-type mice were significantly different precocious development of visual acuity.
was P24±P25 (p , 0.01).
The accelerated maturation of visual acuity in BDNF Discussion
transgenic mice as compared to wild-type mice was not
due to differences in optical factors, since in both mice BDNF Promotes the Postnatal Maturation
of GABAergic Interneuronsthe optical media were clear by P18. In addition, the
contrast threshold, which is known to be strongly im- in the Visual Cortex
The postnatal maturation of GABAergic inhibitory neu-paired by optical opacities (Campbell, 1965) was already
adult-like at P20 both in BDNF transgenic and wild-type rons is a delayed and protracted process compared to
BDNF and the Development of the Visual Cortex
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that of the excitatory neurons (reviewed in Micheva and binocular connections to effects of MD (Kato et al., 1991;
Kirkwood et al., 1995; Perkins and Teyler, 1988). It wasBeaulieu, 1997). The amount and pattern of input neu-
ronal activity have been shown to play key roles during proposed that cortical inhibitory circuitry may contribute
to a ªplasticity gateº which limits the afferent activitythe maturation of the inhibitory circuitry (e.g., Blue and
Parnevelas 1983; Benevento et al., 1992, 1995; reviewed patterns that can gain access to the modifiable syn-
apses in layer III (Kirkwood and Bear, 1994). In BDNFin Marty et al., 1997). Recently, BDNF was proposed to
be a molecular signal that linked activity with changes transgenic mice, the maturation of the inhibitory circuitry
as well as WM→III LTP was accelerated. Furthermore,of inhibition in neuronal culture (Rutherford et al., 1997).
However, whether and how BDNF regulates the matura- LTP could be restored in slices from juvenile BDNF
transgenic mice by application of a GABAA receptortion of inhibition during the development of visual cortex
have not been established. In our transgenic mice, the antagonist. A parsimonious interpretation of these re-
sults is that BDNF overexpression reduces cortical plas-postnatal rise of BDNF in the visual cortex was geneti-
cally accelerated, but its cellular distribution was not ticity early in postnatal life through the precocious devel-
opment of the inhibitory circuitry. Thus, the ªcriticalsubstantially altered: BDNF overexpression was re-
stricted to the pyramidal neurons in the visual cortex. periodº for synaptic plasticity in the superficial layer of
the visual cortex may in part be determined by BDNF-Our data demonstrated that this developmentally accel-
erated BDNF expression also accelerated the matura- mediated maturation of cortical inhibitory circuits.
The site of the inhibitory ªplasticity gateº is believedtion of GABAergic innervation and inhibition in the devel-
oping visual cortex. These results suggest that the to be within or deep to cortical layer IV, since direct
high-frequency stimulation of layer IV reliably inducesmaturation of the inhibitory circuitry impinges on the
availability of BDNF in the third and forth postnatal week. LTP in layer III regardless of age (Kirkwood and Bear,
1994). For technical reasons, our recordings of IPSCsDuring these postnatal weeks, endogenous BDNF levels
in the visual cortex are still rising and are strongly influ- were conducted in layer III instead of layer IV. However,
the enhanced strength of inhibition in juvenile BDNFenced by visual experience such as dark rearing and
monocular deprivation (Castren et al., 1992; Bozzi et al., transgenic mice was well correlated with changes in
GAD65 staining, which showed an accelerated matura-1995). Therefore, BDNF may play a key role in the normal
maturation as well as in the activity-dependent plasticity tion in both layer III and layer IV as compared to wild-
type littermates. Thus, the precocious decline in WM→IIIof GABAergic interneurons during the critical period of
visual cortical development. LTP in the BDNF trangenic mice could be due to the
earlier maturation of inhibition in layer IV, although weThe maturation of GAD65 puncta rings around the
somata of pyramidal neurons may be due to either an cannot exclude a role for the changes in layer III as well.
In future studies, it will be of interest to investigate theincrease in the level of this enzyme in the inhibitory
presynaptic terminal or an increase in the number of laminar differences in inhibition in the BDNF transgenic
mice.inhibitory synaptic boutons, or both. In either case, the
effects of BDNF overexpression on the maturation of
GABAergic neurons are not cell autonomous, since the BDNF Overexpression Results in Precocious
overexpression was restricted to pyramidal neurons. Termination of the Critical Period
GABAergic neurons thus may have received the BDNF of Ocular Dominance Shift
signal either from their postsynaptic (retrograde) or pre- Neurotrophins have been hypothesized to function as
synaptic (anterograde) pyramidal neurons. The pres- substrates for activity-dependent synaptic competition
ence of parvalbumin-positive boutons around BDNF- in the developing visual system (Maffei et al., 1992;
overexpressing somata (Figure 2C) is consistent with Thoenen, 1995). In such a model, neurotrophins are
retrograde signaling. However, an anterograde effect of present in a limited amount in postsynaptic neurons and
BDNF is also possible. For example, BDNF was shown act rapidly and locally to strengthen active presynaptic
to increase the quantal amplitudes of AMPA-mediated inputs. Less active and/or less correlated presynaptic
miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents from pyrami- inputs then lose out in the competition for neurotrophins
dal neurons to GABAergic interneurons (Rutherford et (Figure 9A). Consistent with this idea, intracortical infu-
al., 1998). sion of trkB ligands was shown to disrupt the formation
On the other hand, BDNF has also been implicated in of ocular dominance columns in cats (Cabelli et al., 1995)
regulating dendritic growth of cortical pyramidal neu- and rescue LGN neurons from the effect of MD in ferrets
rons (e.g., McAllister et al., 1995). The development of (Riddle et al., 1995). In rodents, intraventricular infusion
the excitatory synaptic transmission in the visual cortex of NGF during the critical period prevented the ocular
of BDNF transgenic mice remains to be analyzed in dominance shift in favor of the nondeprived eye (Maffei
detail. However, our electrophysiological measurements et al., 1992; Carmignoto et al., 1993).
so far did not reveal a difference in the strength of AMPA- In most of these pharmacological experiments, high
mediated currents in layer III pyramidal neurons (Fig- concentrations of neurotrophins were applied extracel-
ure 5). lularly and therefore bypassed the cellular regulation of
neurotrophin release (Blochl and Thoenen, 1995). In our
transgenic mice, the excess BDNF protein is producedBDNF Overexpression Accelerates the Developmental
Decline of WM-Evoked Layer III LTP within pyramidal neurons that normally express BDNF,
and thus it is likely to be processed and released asIn an in vitro model of visual cortical plasticity, the devel-
opmental decline of WM-evoked, layer III LTP (WM→III the endogenous BDNF. In these BDNF overexpressing
mice, the ocular dominance plasticity was indeedLTP) closely parallels the decline of the susceptibility of
Cell
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of inhibition could have two apparently opposite conse-
quences. First, the development of an appropriate level
of inhibition may be necessary for ocular dominance
plasticity, as suggested by the fact that the peak of OD
shift does not occur until the fourth postnatal week in
normal animals (Gordon and Stryker, 1996). This notion
was supported by the finding that OD plasticity was
abolished in GAD65 knockout mice and was restored
by pharmacological enhancement of GABAergic trans-
mission (Hensch et al., 1998). Also consistent with this
notion was our data (Figure 7), suggesting that the devel-
opmental kinetics of OD shift were advanced by several
days in the BDNF transgenic mice
Second, the full maturation of the cortical inhibitory
circuitry may constrain the activation of cortical syn-Figure 9. Two Models on Different Aspects of BDNF Function in
Synaptic Plasticity apses, thereby reducing plasticity that would otherwise
Large open triangles, excitatory postsynaptic neurons; small open be induced by the imbalance of visual input during MD.
triangles, excitatory presynaptic inputs; black circles and triangles, Consistent with this notion, the accelerated maturation
inhibitory neurons and synapses. of GABAergic inhibition in BDNF transgenic mice corre-
(A) BDNF as an activity-dependent retrograde signal at excitatory lated with, and may also have contributed to, the earlier
synapses. BDNF is present in limited amount in the postsynaptic
closure of the critical period. Conversely, dark rearingneuron and is released in an activity-dependent manner (red arrows).
has been shown to retard the maturation of visual corti-They then act rapidly and locally to strengthen active presynaptic
cal GABAergic circuitry (Benevento et al., 1992, 1995)inputs, which are correlated with activity of the postsynaptic neuron
(bold, small triangles). Less active and/or less correlated presynaptic and prolong critical periods for both WM→III LTP (Kirk-
input then lose out in the competition for limited amount of neuro- wood et al., 1995) and ocular dominance plasticity (Fagi-
trophins (plain small and smallest triangles). olini et al., 1994). The effects of dark rearing on inhibitory
(B) BDNF mediates activity-dependent regulation of plasticity
circuitry may in part be mediated by the downregulationthreshold. The amount of BDNF in a cortical pyramidal neuron (rep-
of BDNF expression in the visual cortex (Castren et al.,resented by the size of ªBDNFº in red) is proportional to the level
1992). To our knowledge, there has previously been noof its chronic firing activity. BDNF-regulated inhibition, which may
occur in the time scale of many hours or even days, alters the amount genetic manipulation that altered the timing of a critical
of postsynaptic depolarization produced by excitatory inputs and, period for the development of a sensory cortex.
therefore, the firing threshold of the neuron. Thus, in chronically At present we cannot rule out the possibility that other
active neurons, BDNF levels would be high and inhibition would be processes such as NMDA receptor mechanisms (Car-
strong; as a consequence, only strong and/or correlated inputs
mignoto and Vicini, 1992; Sheng et al., 1994) were alsocould continue to drive the postsynaptic neurons and prevail (bold,
affected by the BDNF transgene. An earlier decline ofsmall triangles). Weaker and/or less correlated inputs become in-
NMDA receptor function in layer IV of the visual cortexcreasingly subthreshold and are destined for elimination (plain small
and smallest triangles). See text for details. could contribute to the reduction of OD plasticity and
therefore an earlier closure of the critical period, as well
as a precocious decline of WM→III LTP. The BDNF
transgenic mice provide a model system to investigate
blocked when MD was performed at P28 (Figure 7E), these additional cellular mechanisms involved in the
near the peak of OD shift in wild-type mice (Gordon and regulation of critical period.
Stryker, 1996). However, at P21 when BDNF overexpres-
sion was substantial (much higher than that in P35 wild- BDNF Accelerates the Development of Visual Acuity
type mice, Figure 1D), MD did produce normal OD shift In all mammals tested so far, there is an experience-
with a magnitude similar to, if not larger than, that in dependent increase in visual acuity during postnatal
wild-type littermates (Figure 7E). Consistent with our development (Freeman and Marg, 1975; Boothe, 1985;
VEP findings, single-unit recording experiments have Fagiolini et al., 1994). In BDNF transgenic mice, adult
yielded similar results and have shown that OD plasticity level of visual acuity was reached about a week earlier
was even enhanced in the transgenic mice at P21 (Han- than that in wild-type littermates. Interestingly, the in-
over et al., unpublished data). Taken together, these crease of visual acuity is well correlated with a decrease
results indicate that BDNF overexpression does not of mean receptive field size of neurons in the primary
block OD plasticity, but rather results in a precocious visual cortex (Fagiolini et al., 1994). The role of cortical
closure or even an early shift of the critical period of inhibition in the generation of neuronal receptive field
plasticity. These findings further suggest that simple properties is suggested by experiments showing that
competition for BDNF cannot be the only mechanism extracellular application of GABA antagonist in the so-
for OD plasticity. matosensory or visual cortex profoundly alters these
Since the precocious closure of the critical period for properties (Sillito, 1979; Hicks and Dykes, 1983). The
OD plasticity in the transgenic mice correlated with the precocious increase of visual acuity in BDNF transgenic
accelerated maturation of GABAergic circuitry and ear- mice therefore might be causally linked to the acceler-
lier developmental decline of WM→III LTP, we propose ated development of cortical inhibition. However, BDNF
that BDNF may play a key role in ocular dominance overexpression might also affect the development of
plasticity and its critical period in part through regulating the excitatory synaptic transmission and as a result con-
tribute to the increase of visual acuity. Regardless ofthe maturation of GABAergic inhibition. The maturation
BDNF and the Development of the Visual Cortex
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the mechanism, our results suggest that BDNF overex- interneurons) of the trkB/BDNF receptors may be neces-
sary in further understanding how the acute effect ofpression is sufficient to accelerate the development of
visual acuity. There have been no pharmacological or BDNF on excitatory synapses (Akaneya et al., 1997;
Huber et al., 1998) and the chronic effects of BDNFgenetic manipulations that could dramatically acceler-
ate the development of visual function. on inhibitory synapses fit together in regulating cortical
plasticity.
BDNF and Synaptic Plasticity
Current thinking on the role of neurotrophins in synaptic Experimental Procedures
plasticity has focused mainly on excitatory neurons and
synapses. However, ocular dominance plasticity is also Generation of Transgenic Mice and Genotyping
A Kozac sequence was inserted in front of the translation initiationprofoundly influenced by manipulation of inhibitory
site of the rat BDNF cDNA by recombinant PCR. This DNA fragmentmechanisms (Reiter and Stryker, 1988; Hata and Stryker,
was then cloned into the XhoI site of pMSG (Pharmacia) to generate1994). The formation and maintenance of inhibitory syn-
pJH101, in which the SV40 intron/poly(A) was at the 39 end of the
apses in the developing CNS are regulated by neuronal BDNF cDNA. The 1.6 kb SalI and BamHI fragment of pJH101 (includ-
activity (reviewed in Marty et al., 1997; Micheva and ing the BDNF cDNA and SV40 intron/poly[A]) was then blunt-end
Beaulieu, 1997). Our results, together with recent studies ligated into the NotI site of pNN279 containing the 8.5 kb CaMKIIa
promoter (pJH102). The 10.1 kb SalI fragment of pJH102 containingin neuronal culture (Rutherford et al., 1997, 1998), sug-
the CaMKIIa promoter and the BDNF transgene was purified.gest that BDNF may mediate developmental and activ-
Transgenic mice were generated by microinjection of linearizedity-dependent regulation of GABAergic inhibition, which
transgene into the BDF2 hybrid embryos. Founders were back-
in turn could modify the firing threshold of the excitatory crossed into C57BL6 background. Mice were screened for the
neurons. transgene by PCR and Southern blotting for routine genotyping.
Consider a model in which the amount of BDNF in a
cortical pyramidal neuron is proportional to the level of
Northern Blot
its chronic firing activity (Figure 9B). Because BDNF Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Various parts of the
is involved in regulating the number and/or efficacy of brain were quickly dissected in ice-cold PBS and frozen immediately
in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was isolated using the TRI reagent kitinhibitory synapses, the amount of inhibition that a pyra-
(Molecular Research Center, Inc.). Approximately 20 mg of total RNAmidal cell receives thus reflects its activation history
was used for Northern analysis following standard procedures (Sam-(Figure 9B). Previous theoretical work suggested the
brook et al. 1989). The blot was hybridized with DNA probes con-existence of a critical level of postsynaptic depolariza-
taining, respectively, the BDNF cDNA, SV40 poly(A) (pMSG, Phar-
tion that determines the direction of synaptic modifica- macia), or human G3PDH (Clontech). Quantification was done with
tion (i.e., strengthening or weakening) and changes as a Fujix Bioimaging Analyzer based on data from two experiments.
Total BDNF mRNA was calculated by adding the intensity of relevanta function of the history of the integrated postsynaptic
bands (1.6 kb and 4.0 kb endogenous and 1.6 kb transgenic) andactivity (Bienenstock et al., 1982; Bear et al., 1987).
then normalized according to the G3PDH signal. G3PDH signal ofActivity-dependent and BDNF-mediated regulation of
P35 WT (Figure 1D) was used as standard.GABAergic inhibition could, in principle, provide a cellular
basis for such a sliding synaptic modification threshold.
In Situ HybridizationThus, during the critical period, in chronically active py-
Mice were killed, and the brains were dissected and rapidly frozenramidal neurons, BDNF levels would be high and inhibi-
in mounting medium. Cryostat sections (20 mm) were taken, post-
tion would be strong; as a consequence, only the strong fixed for 10 mm in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.3), dehy-
and most highly correlated inputs would satisfy the con- drated, and stored frozen at 2708C until use. The slices were hybrid-
ditions for synaptic potentiation. Weak and poorly corre- ized to a BDNF oligonucleotide probe (59-CAGTTGGCCTTTTGATAC
CGGGACTTTCTCCAGGACTGTGACCGTCCC-39), which detectslated inputs (e.g., those from the deprived eye during
both the endogenous and the transgenic BDNF mRNA, or a SV40MD) would become subthreshold and be depressed and
oligonucleotide probe (59 GTCACACCACAGAAGTAAGGTTCCTTCAeliminated. On the other hand, if activity levels are low
CAAAGATCCCTCGAGATGC-39) specific for the transgenic BDNF
(as in dark rearing), BDNF levels and the strength of mRNA (data not shown). The probes were labeled by 39 poly(A)
inhibition would fall. The consequence of these changes tailing using [a-35S]thio-dATP and terminal transferase to a specific
would be to lower the synaptic modification threshold activity of 0.5 3 108 to 1 3 108 cpm/mg. Hybridization was overnight
at 428C in a solution containing 50% formamide, 10% dextran sul-such that weaker or less correlated inputs could also
fate, 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 600 mM NaCI, 100 mM DTT, 13 Den-satisfy the conditions required for synaptic strength-
hardt's, 200 mg/ml denatured salmon sperm DNA, 200 mg/ml po-ening.
ly(dA), and 107 cpm/ml oligonucleotide probe. Slides were washed
This ªplasticity thresholdº model does not incorporate two times for 10 min each in 23 SSC at room temperature and two
a very rapid and local mode of BDNF action. By altering times for 60 min each in 0.23 SSC at 658C, dried, and exposed to
the amount of postsynaptic depolarization, which influ- film for 2 weeks.
ences voltage-dependent ion channels including NMDA
receptors, BDNF-regulated inhibition could modify the Immunohistochemistry
known correlation-based plasticity mechanisms, such Mice were anesthetized and perfused intracardially with cold saline
(0.9% NaCl) followed by freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde inas LTP and long-term depression (LTD). It should be
0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Brains were postfixed in the sameemphasized that the ªplasticity thresholdº model of
solution for less than 2 hr at 48C and were equilibrated first in 15%BDNF function does not contradict the ªretrograde mes-
sucrose and then 30% sucrose in PBS overnight. They were thensengerº model. They are likely to represent different
cut into 20 mm coronal sections in a cryostat (Leica) and stored at
aspects of BDNF functions at different subcellular com- 2808C. For immunohistochemistry (IHC) experiments, sections from
partments and different time scales. Cell type±restricted wild-type and transgenic animals were always reacted simultane-
ously. Quantification and comparison were made among samplesmanipulation (e.g., pyramidal neurons versus GABAergic
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from the same experiment. Since BDNF overexpression was re- HQ598DF40 for Alexa 594. Five to seven images were acquired in the
double labeling mode at 1.0 mm interval in a z-series. The detectionstricted to the forebrain in the transgenics, the variability in immuno-
staining was controlled by selecting wild-type and transgenic sam- aperture was kept the same for the two channels. Images from
each channel were collected in sequential series mode and wereples in which the staining intensities were similar in brain areas
other than the cerebral cortex and hippocampus. One adult BDNF subsequently merged. Care was taken to use the lowest laser power,
and no bleed through was visible between the Alexa 488 to thetransgenic mouse and one wild-type littermate were used for BDNF
IHC. Briefly, an affinity-purified anti-BDNF antiserum (a kind gift from Alexa 594 channels even in nonsequential mode. To produce a
3D reconstruction of the z-series, the optical sections from eachDr. Qiao Yan, Amgen Co.) was used at 0.1 mg/ml, a concentration
5-fold less than suggested in Yan et al. (1997). The secondary biotin- scanned and merged image were projected and compiled into a
single image. They were saved as TIFF files and processed in Adobeylated goat anti-rabbit antibody was used at 2 mg/ml and detected
with the avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex method (Vector Labs). Photoshop 5.0.
For parvalbumin IHC, brain samples from the following ages were
used: P12 (two BDNF transgenic, two wild-type littermates), P17 Electrophysiology in Visual Cortical Slice
(three BDNF transgenic, three wild-type littermates), P24 (three Brain slices from visual cortex were prepared as described pre-
BDNF transgenic, three wild-type littermates), and P35 (three BDNF viously (Kirkwood et al., 1997). The slices were maintained in an
transgenic, three wild-type littermates). A monoclonal antibody interface storage chamber containing artificial cerebrospinal fluid
against parvalbumin (Sigma) was used at 1:5000 dilution in 10% (ACSF) at 308C for at least 1 hr prior to recording. The ACSF was
normal horse serum (NHS), 0.2% Triton in PBS. The secondary bio- saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 and contained, in mM, NaCl:
tinylated horse anti-mouse antibody was used at 2 mg/ml and de- 124, KCl: 5, NaH2PO4: 1.25, MgCl2: 1, CaCl2: 2, NaHCO3: 26, dextrose:
tected with the avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex method (Vector 10. Voltage clamp measurements were performed on submerged
Labs). To quantitate the density of parvalbumin neurons in the visual slices, continuously perfused at a rate of 2 ml/min with 308C ASCF
cortex, parvalbumin immunoreactive neurons within two 500 mm 3 saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. In all other experiments, the
500 mm areas in each hemisphere of the visual cortex were counted slices were kept in an interface chamber with an atmosphere of
under light microscope, using a 203 objective. At least six coronal humidified 95% O2 and 5% CO2 and superfused with 308C ACSF
sections from each genotype at each age were analyzed. Data from at a rate of 1 ml/min. Stimulation was applied either at the white
the same genotype at the same age were pooled and averaged. A matter±layer VI border (WM stimulation) or at site in the middle of
single-factor ANOVA was applied to determine whether the differ- the cortical thickness, confirmed histologically to correspond to
ence between BDNF transgenic and wild-type littermates at each layer IV and upper layer V. Whole-cell patch±clamp recordings were
age was statistically significant. For GAD65 IHC, the same groups made from layer II/III pyramidal neurons visualized by IR-DIC video-
of animals were used as for parvalbumin IHC. In addition, three microscopy (Zeiss Axioscope) using a Warner PC-505A amplifier
BDNF transgenic and three wild-type littermates at P21 were in- (Warner instrument Corporation). Patch electrodes (2±6 MV) were
cluded. A monoclonal antibody (GAD-6, Boehringer Mannheim) was filled with internal solution (in mM): 130 cesium gluconate, 2 MgCl2,
used at a dilution of 1:500 in 1% NHS, 0.2% Triton in PBS. The 2 CaCl2, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2 Na-ATP, 10 QX-314; pH was adjusted
secondary fluorescein anti-mouse IgG (Vector) was used at 1:200 to 7.25 with CsOH; 275±285 mOsm. For analysis, we considered
dilution in the same buffer as for the primary antibody. The GAD65 only those cases in which the initial access resistance was less than
immunostaining was analyzed using confocal laser scanning mi- 15 MV and the input resistance was larger than 250 MV. Data were
croscopy (CLSM) as detailed below. discarded if during the experiment the access resistance increased
to a value .20 M9V or if the cell's input resistance decreased below
100 MV. The reversal potential of the IPSC was determined in theConfocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
presence on 10 mM CNQX and 100 mM APV to block AMPA andGAD65 monoclonal antibody labeled brain sections were first exam-
NMDA receptor±mediated responses. Likewise, the reversal poten-ined under epifluorescense microscope at 203 and 403 objectives
tial of the EPSC was determined in the presence of 10 mM biccucu-to locate layers 2, 3, and 4 of the visual cortex. GAD65 immunoreac-
line methiodide (BMI) to reduce GABAA responses.tive terminals and synaptic boutons were then examined under a
The extracellular field potential responses (FP) were recorded as1003 oil immersion objective using a confocal laser scanning micro-
previously described (Kirkwood and Bear 1994). Only data fromscope (BioRad MRC-1024ES). At least six coronal sections from 2±3
slices with stable recordings (,5% change over the baseline period)animals from each genotype at each age were analyzed. Images
were included in the analysis and analyzed as follows: (1) the maxi-were acquired using laser excitation wavelength at 488 nm and
mum negative FP amplitude data for each experiment were ex-emission filter 522DF35. Laser power was kept at 3% and aperture
pressed as percentages of the preconditioning baseline average,(or iris) size kept at 3.0. Each image was scanned and averaged ten
(2) the time scale in each experiment was converted to time fromtimes, saved as TIFF files, and analyzed with NIH Image software.
the onset of conditioning, and (3) the time-matched, normalized dataFor each image, perisomatic GAD65 signals (puncta ring) from five
were averaged across experiments and expressed as the means (6target neurons were outlined and signal density quantified (pixel
SEM). Within each group, the statistical significance of a changevalue/mm2) and averaged; in addition, GAD65 signals in five areas
produced by conditioning stimulation was assessed with a paired(each approximately 200±400 mm2 in size) in the neuropil region were
t test, comparing values immediately before conditioning stimulationquantified and averaged (N); finally, the cell soma of five neurons
with those 30 min after TBS. Mutant and wild-type groups of different(which should be devoid of GAD65 signal) were selected, and the
ages were compared at the time point 30 min after TBS using asignal density was averaged as background (B). The average inten-
two-way ANOVA. Cumulative histograms were also constructed tosity of GAD65 in puncta rings in this image was then calculated as
show the data from each slice in each group.(P 2 B). The average intensity of GAD65 in neuropil in this image
was calculated as (N 2 B). Data from at least eight images from the
same genotype at each age were then averaged to derive the value VEP Recordings
The technique of VEP recording in mice has been previously de-of GAD65 ªpunctaº and GAD65 ªneuropilº shown as pixel value/
mm2 in Figure 4B. A single-factor ANOVA was applied to determine scribed (Porciatti et al., 1999). All measurements were performed in
the primary binocular visual cortex 108±208 from the vertical meridianwhether the difference between BDNF transgenic and wild-type
littermates at each age was statistically significant. in anesthetized mice. Briefly, a large portion of the skull (4 mm 3
4 mm) overlying the visual cortex was carefully drilled and removedFor double labeling, BDNF antibody (Qiao Yan et al., 1997) was
used at 0.1 mg/ml and visualized with Alexa 488 (Molecular Probe, leaving the dura intact. A resin-coated microlectrode (WPI, Sarasota)
with tip impedance of 0.5 MV was inserted into the cortex perpen-1:200 dilution). Monoclonal antibodies against parvalbumin (Sigma)
and CaMKIIa (GIBCO) were used at 1:2000 and 1:200, respectively, dicularly to the stereotaxic plane. Microelectrodes were inserted
2.6±3.2 mm lateral to the lambda, and advanced 400 mm within theand were visualized with Alexa 594 (Molecular Probe, 1:200 dilution).
Labeled tissues were examined under a 633 water immersion objec- cortex. At this depth, VEPs had their maximal amplitude. The region
of the visual field yielding VEPs of maximal amplitude (VEP receptivetive (Zeiss, NA 5 1.2). Laser excitation wavelengths and emission
filter were 488 nm and 522DF35 for Alexa 488, and 568 nm and field azimuth) was established for each penetration by recording a
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series of responses to stimuli windowed to a vertical stripe of 108 3 Blochl, A., and Thoenen, H. (1995). Characterization of nerve growth
factor (NGF) release from hippocampal neurons: evidence for a con-868 and presented at several different visual field azimuths (Porciatti
stitutive and an unconventional sodium-dependent regulated path-et al., 1999; Figures 7A and 7C). The cortical representation of the
way. Eur. J. Neurosci. 7, 1220±1228.vertical meridian was then established.
Electrical signals were amplified (50,000-fold), band±pass filtered Blue, M.E., and Parnevelas, P.J. (1983). The formation and matura-
(0.3±100 Hz, 26 dB/oct), digitized (12 bit resolution), and averaged tion of synapses in the visual cortex of the rat. II. Quantitative analy-
(at least 128 events in blocks of 16 events each) in synchrony with sis. J. Neurocytol. 12, 697±712.
the stimulus contrast reversal. Transient VEPs in response to abrupt Bonhoeffer, T. (1996). Neurotrophins and activity-dependent devel-
contrast reversal (1 Hz) were evaluated in the time domain by mea- opment of the neocortex. Curr. Opin. Neurobiol. 6, 119±126.
suring the peak-to-trough amplitude and peak latency of the major
Boothe R.G., Dobson, V., and Telle, D.Y. (1985). Postantal develop-negative component (see example in Figure 7B). Visual stimuli were
ment of vision in humans and in non human primates. Annu. Rev.horizontal sinusoidal gratings of different spatial frequency and con-
Neurosci. 8, 495±545.trast generated by a VSG2/2 card (Cambridge Research System,
Bozzi, Y., Pizzorusso, T., Cremisi, F., Rossi, F.M., Barsacchi, G., andCheshire, UK) by custom software and presented on the face of TV
Maffei, L. (1995). Monocular deprivation decreases the expressiondisplay (Barco CCID 7751, Belgium) suitably linearized by gamma
of messenger RNA for brain-derived neurotrophic factor in the ratcorrection.
visual cortex. Neuroscience 69, 1133±1144.To assess the time course of the critical period for monocular
Burgin, K.E., Waxham, M.N., Rickling, S., Westgate, S.A., Mobley,deprivation, mice of various ages (P20±21, P23, P28±29, P39±40)
W.C., and Kelly, P.T. (1990). In situ hybridization histochemistry ofwere anesthetized with avertin (tribromoethanol in amylene hydrate,
Ca21/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase in developing rat brain.20 ml/g of body weight administered intraperitoneally). Lid margins
J. Neurosci. 10, 1788±1798.were trimmed and sutured with 7-0 silk. Mice were allowed to re-
cover from anesthesia and were returned to their cages. The effec- Cabelli, R.J., Hohn, A., and Shatz, C.J. (1995). Inhibition of ocular
tiveness of lid closure was checked daily. Mice showing occasional dominance column formation by infusion of NT-4/5 or BDNF. Sci-
lid reopening were not included in the experiments. Four to five ence 267, 1662±1666.
days after eyelids suture, the effects of monocular deprivation were Cabelli, R.J., Shelton, D.L., Segal, R.A., and Shatz, C.J. (1997). Block-
assessed using VEPs. Immediately before the recording session the ade of endogenous ligands of trkB inhibits formation of ocular domi-
lids were cut, and the eye washed with saline and carefully inspected nance columns. Neuron 19, 63±76.
to verify that the surgical procedure did not cause any damage.
Campbell F.W., and Green, D.C. (1965). Optical and retinal factors
The relative contribution of the two eyes to cortical responses was
affecting visual resolution. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 181, 576.
defined as the amplitude ratio between the responses to stimulation
Carmignoto, G., and Vicini, S. (1992). Activity-dependent decrease inof the contralateral eye and that of the ipsilateral eye with stimuli
NMDA receptor responses during development of the visual cortex.of low spatial frequency. The contralateral to ipsilateral amplitude
Science 258, 1007±1011.ratio was evaluated by integrating responses to stimuli presented
Carmignoto, G., Canella, R., Candeo, P., Comelli, M.C., and Maffei,at different azimuths (108 steps).
L. (1993). Effects of nerve growth factor on neuronal plasticity of
the kitten visual cortex. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 464, 343±360.Acknowledgments
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